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Kasam tere pyaar ki full episode 2018

Kasam- Tere Pyar Ki begins with Rishi (Sharad Malhotra) blackmailing Tanuja (Kratika Sengar) about being with her in the washroom of Abhishek if she doesn't agree to do the interior in the office. Tanuja says Natasha has learned the skills of blackmail from Rishi. Later Tanuja asks him when he will change. As
Abhishek comes back Rishi tells him that Tanuja has agreed to make his interior. Rishi after that goes from there. Abhishek asks Tanuja why agreed to Rishi. Rishi takes a table across from Tanuja so he can watch her. Abhishek sits right in front of Tanuja and gets her to do the paperwork. Rishi though keeps nagging
Tanuja by sending her messages and even signaling her from across the table. Tanuja asks him to stop ori she would disagree about making interiors for him. Tanuja then requests rishi to leave and he agrees to leave. Read also - Heartbreak for Kasam - Tere Pyaar Ki fans like Zuber K Khan aka Manpreet bid adieu to
the show Rishi sends Tanuja ice cream and she remembers him asking to get ice cream with her. Tanuja and Abhishek then reach the bedi house to get Natasha. Abhishek asks Tanuja to pick up Natasha and that it would be better if he doesn't go in. Natasha has drawn pictures of Tanuja and Rishi with herself and
Tanya as she wants to see Rishi as her dad. Rano goes in and barks Natasha for this and says it's Abhishek who is her father not Rishi. Tanuja goes in at that moment and she calls rano. She asks Natasha that she can call Rishi her dad if she wants to. Later, Tanuja warns Rano to be patient with Natasha or she would
forget who Rano is to Rishi. Biji says that Tanuja should have done this long back and then she wouldn't have to separate from Rishi. Rishi who is silently watching this is overwhelmed. Read also - Kasam- Tere Pyar Ki February 26, 2018 Written update of the full episode: Tanuja confronts Abhishek about being
possessive about her Tanuja and Abhishek discusses Rano as Tanuja says she doesn't want to talk about it. She also adds that Abhishek would only understand this when he falls in love. Abhishek says he's fallen in love with her, too. Tanuja barks him for joking and says she doesn't want him even saying such a thing
for a joke and that if that happens she will leave the house and break all ties with Abhishek. That night Tanuja chances to meet Rishi in her backyard. Rishi thanks her for fighting for her daughter with Rano and says he hoped she would have fought so for them too. Tanuja says she had to think about everyone's
happiness then but now she's a mother and she can't stand her daughter to get hurt. Tanuja asks Rishi to leave because she doesn't like Abhishek talking badly about Rishi. Read also - Kasam-Tere Pyar Ki 20 February 2018 Written update of the entire Rishi blackmails Tanuja with their washroom rendezvous Tanuja
goes away as she says he should go. Rishi says he Pick her up the next day. Tanuja adds that she knows that Rishi is not bad as she always says he is. Abhishek looks at them together and gets angry. Tanuja goes back to her room and feels for Rishi again. She thinks rishi can't be like this all the time. Rishi is excited
that he has finally been able to regain the love between them. Abhishek enters Tanuja's room. Abhishek says he wants to talk to her about something. Abhishek then tells Tanuja that he found that Rishi had someone in his washroom today. Abhishek adds that Rishi uses girls. Tanuja gets annoyed by this and says she
knows who was in the washroom. Stay tuned for BollywoodLife for the latest scoops and updates from Bollywood, Hollywood, South, TV and Web-Series. Click to join us on Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and Instagram. Kasam- Tere Pyar Ki begins with Tanuja (Kratika Sengar) fleeing Rishi (Sharad Malhotra) when she
says she will marry Abhishek at the earliest. She bumps right into Abhi who guesses that Rishi is here and he wants to fight rishi but Tanuja stops him by asking when their marriage will happen and Abhi decides that he will marry Tanuja at the moemnt himself. They go down as Ahana and Manpreet feel helpless as
Tanuja didn't stop even after Rishi tried to convince. Bua asks pandit to start rituals as pandit says that mahurat is not yet. Abhishek says mahurat is now for them. Manpreet decides to do something but he sees Rishi running down as he is ready to stop the wedding. He stops Tanuja when she tries to step on the
mandap. Abhishek decides to stop him when he enters between Rishi and Tanuja. Tanuja tries her best to stop them both as she asks Rishi to disappear. Rishi asks her how she requires someone's permission to see him. The quarrel ends up in a fight as Rishi and Abhishek beat each other. Read also - Heartbreak for
Kasam - Tere Pyaar Ki fans like Zuber K Khan aka Manpreet bid adieu to the show Tanuja steps in as she pulls Rishi away. She pushes him away and asks him never to come back. Rishi remembers when he had said the same words to Tanuja once. Netra sits and remembers how Rishi said he can't marry her. She
realizes that Rishi has said the exact thing that he kept saying all these years. She realizes that only she didn't listen or understand. Tanya tries to comfort her in vain. Rishi is gone crazy when he throws things around and Ahana and Manpreet try to calm him down. Ahana asks him to livfe for his daughter and not let her
love for Tanuja take over the love of his daughter. Rishi is inconsolable because Manpreet cannot bear Rishi's grief. Rishi suddenly asks the two to go home and Mnapreet says he won't go. They both send Ahana away as Rishi has something to think about. Tanuja receives medicines for Abhishek who has Itself. Tanuja
tends to Abhishek wounds. Abhishek consoles Tanuja says it is is because of her but he and Rishi have always had this strange enmity and it was never because of her. Biji tries to comfort Netra who is now at a point where she understands that Rishi was never hers. Ahana tells m about how Rishi met Tanuja but there
was no use. Tanuja sits in front of Abhishek and realizes how rewarding and selfless Abhishek has been. She remembers how he's done everything for her and Natasha. Tanuja tells him that this relationship means a world to her. Read also - Kasam- Tere Pyar Ki February 26, 2018 Written update of full episode: Tanuja
confronts Abhishek about being possessive about her Stay tuned to BollywoodLife for the latest scoops and updates from Bollywood, Hollywood, South, TV and Web-Series. Click to join us on Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and Instagram. Kasam- Tere Pyar Ki starts with Tanuja (Kratika Sengar) and Rishi(Sharad Malhotra)
fighting as Tanuja asks Rishi why he must break the rules always, Tanuja asks him why it was necessary for him to misbehave in front of the principal. As they argue Natasha and Tanya run in and they choose there their own pages as Tanya pages with Tanuja and Natsaha sides with Rishi. Myrah who watches the fight
is amused and says they look like they are arguing on their own house. They'll go away and drive away soon. Tanuja reaches home to find the interrogation dates and is shocked. Abhishek is glad the dates have arrived and it is tomorrow. Abhishek asks Tanuja to prepare to meet her new divorce lawyer. Rishi reaches
home with Tanya and Tanya tells Netra that Rishi struggled with the principal of Tanuja.A postman arrives and hands over the hearing date documents to Rishi. Rishi is surprised because he knows that it will be soon when they submitted the papers only yesterday. Tanuja feels that she has her heart to say that the
divorce should not happen while her mind wants it to happen. Read also - Heartbreak for Kasam - Tere Pyaar Ki fans like Zuber K Khan aka Manpreet bid adieu to the show She thinks she won't let her heart overpower the future of Natasha. Tanuja says she doesn't have anything left in that house anymore. Rishi feels
he doesn't know how he's going to stop the divorce but he thinks he can't lose his family anymore. He remembers the time they spent together on the bed. He cries as he wants Tanuja to return to him as he is hers only. The lawyer sees Tanuja the next day and asks her if she wants a divorce. Tanuja says she doesn't
want the divorce to just need it. Rishi also talks to his own lawyer and tells him that he does not want the divorce and even Tanuja does not want it. They reach the court and Tanuja's lawyer tells Abhishek that she believes Tanuja does not want the divorce and that she will not cooperate. Abhishek assures the lawyer
Tanuja will support her. Read also - Kasam- Tere Pyar Ki February 26, 2018 Written update of the full episode: Tanuja confronts Abhishek about about possessive if her Tanuja meets Rishi who asks her why she looks so boring and upset. He says he's not going to let the divorce happen. Tanuja says she wants the
divorce to happen. Tanuja says she would rather leave the decision to court instead of making a decision on her own. Rishia dn Abhishek mocks each other when Abhishek says he will soon meet Rishi after his divorce. Natasha is confused about what Rano had said about Rishi going to court. In court Tanuja's lawyer
presenting the case says there is nothing to save in marriage as both parties had signed papers way back. Rishi's lawyer says it's not mutual rather the decision was emotional. Rano accuses Tanuja of decimating Rishi to marry her, but Raj takes Tanuja's party and says he was the one who got Tanuja to take that step.
Read also - Kasam- Tere Pyar Ki 21st February 2018 Written Update Of Full Episode: Tanuja warns Abhishek that she would leave him the moment he takes the chance to love her Stay tuned to BollywoodLife for the latest scoops and updates from Bollywood, Hollywood, South, TV and Web-Series. Click to join us on
Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and Instagram. Kasam- Tere Pyar Ki begins with Rishi (Sharad Malhotra) who asks Tanuja (Kratika Sengar) to leave Abhishek as he does niot as he but Tanuja goes out on him. Rishi follows and sees Abhishek go in. Rishi pulls Tanuja away in time. He forces Tanuja into his washroom and
asks her to hide from Abhishek. Tanuja says that she will not hide from Abhishek as he is her friend and that she would rather tell him the truth. Rishi convinces him, however, that Abhishek will not believe him anyway. Tanuja agrees and they continue to fight inside. Rishi tries to lighten up the dark washroom. Abhishek
calls Tanuja's phone and it rings inside Rishi's office. Tanuja hears it and is worried. Read also - Heartbreak for Kasam - Tere Pyaar Ki fans like Zuber K Khan aka Manpreet bid adieu to the show Rishi says he would do something. Rishi decides to meet Abhishek outside and sneak out the phone. Rano and Netra return
home and find Ahana telling them Natasha is home. Netra is worried that Natasha has made this house her own. Rano then asks Netra to move into Rihi's room and get close to him because it's not hard for a woman to do it. Abhishek and Rishi fight when Abhishek asks Rishi to stop dreaming that Tanuja will work for
Rishi. Tanuja is confused about their struggle. Soon Tanuja's phone will ring and Abhishek will notice. Tanuja gets even more tense. Rishi says it's his phone and it looks like Tanuja's. Read also - Kasam- Tere Pyar Ki February 26, 2018 Written update of the full episode: Tanuja confronts about being possessive about
her Abhishek has his own doubts about Tanuja being there and he tries to get into the washroom to wash his hands but Rishi barges in and doesn't let him let him him Tanuja lashes out at Rishi for annoying Abhishek. Rishi says he would hug her if she once again took Abhishek's name. Rishi teases her and tries to get
close to her but she asks him to return his phone. Tanuja gets Abhishek's call and Tanuja takes the call. Rishi, however, snatches the phone and hangs up on Abhishek. Abhishek is surprised she hung up on him. Rishi then calls Manpreet and asks him to help him as he and Tanuja are stuck in the bathroom. Read also -
Kasam- Tere Pyar Ki 21st February 2018 Written update of the full episode: Tanuja warns Abhishek that she would leave him the moment he takes the chance to love her Abhishek sees a lady's handkerchief and knows that a lady is inside with Rishi. Abhishek feels disgusted. Manpreet tries to make Abhishek and
somehow manages to do it too. Rishi peeks out and tells Tanuja that Abhishek is still here. Later though, he lets her know she's gone. Abhishek reaches the hotel and finds Tanuja walking in behind him. Abhishek asks Tanuja why she was late. Tanuja falters and Abhishek feels she doesn't want to say. Tanuja then tells
Abhsihek that she had to go to Bedi's house on Natasha's stubbornness. Abhishek is okay with it and says natsha knows how to get her way. Rishi walks right in and pretends not to know tanuja was there. Rishi invites himself on the table and then deliberately drops coffee at Abhishek. Later he also gets Rohit to go away
with the help of Manpreet. Rishi blackmails Tanuja to work for him by threatening to reveal their bathroom rendesvous to Abhishek. Stay tuned for BollywoodLife for the latest scoops and updates from Bollywood, Hollywood, South, TV and Web-Series. Click to join us on Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and Instagram.
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